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The Dirichlet to Neumann map 4# , or voltage to current map, takes Dirichlet
data u= f # 0 to the conormal derivatives # u’ at the boundary 0, where u is a
solution to the elliptic equation div(# {u)=0. On a plane Lipchitz domain 0/R2,
we consider the inverse conductivity problem that consists of the recovery of #
in the interior of 0 from the knowledge of 4# . We prove stability for this inverse
map, assuming an isotropic conductivity # # C 1+=(0 ). We reduce the equation
div(# {u)=0 to an equivalent system and use the  -scattering transform. This
approach relaxes the number of derivatives of # required in former works.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the potential equation in a bounded domain 0/R2, with
an isotropic conductivity given by a function #(x)
div(#(x) {u(x))=0 in 0. (1.1)
The inverse conductivity problem, proposed by Caldero n [9], deals with
the recovery of #(x) from the Dirichlet to Neumann map
4# : H12(0)  H&12(0),
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4# is defined, acting on f # H12(0), as the value of the conormal
derivative of the solution u to (1.1) with Dirichlet boundary condition
u |0= f, (1.2)
i.e.,
4#( f )=#(x)
u
’
,
where ’ denotes the unit outer normal derivative at the boundary 0.
There are several questions to be answered in the inverse problem. One
would like to prove the uniqueness of # for a given 4# , then the recovery
of # from 4# and finally the stability or continuity of the inverse map
4#  #.
In this work we study the interior stability estimates, in the sense that
we want to prove that, given two maps 4#1 and 4#2 , corresponding to
conductivities #1 and #2 on 0 we have that
&#1&#2 &L(0)|(&4#1&4#2 &H 12  H &12),
where the function |(t)  0 as t  0.
There is a wide literature on the inverse conductivity problem, in par-
ticular the interior stability has been treated by Alessandrini [2, 3], in
higher dimension 0/Rn, n3. In that case the inverse problem is over-
determined and the stability can be attained from the control for large
parameters of the so called ‘‘complex geometric optics’’ solutions, and by
reducing Eq. (1.1) to the stationary Schrodinger equation (&2+V(x)) |=0
for an appropiate potential V(x) obtained from #.
In the two dimensional case, even for uniqueness, it is necessary to
obtain all the information from the Dirichlet to Neumann map. Sylvester
and Uhlmann [23] proved uniqueness for # close to 1 and Nachman [15]
proved global uniqueness and gave a procedure to recover # from 4# , he
also used the reduction of (1.1) to the Schrodinger equation. He needs to
study the ‘‘low frequency solution.’’ By using this recovery procedure, Liu
[13] proved an interior stability estimate in dimension n=2.
One of the points in the inverse problem is to relax the smoothness that
a priori one needs to assume on the potential #. For uniqueness in dimen-
sion n3 the original work of Sylvester and Uhlmann [21], for smooth
conductivities, has been extended to # # C32+= by Brown [6].
In dimension n=2 the uniqueness, originally obtained in the two
derivatives case # # W 2, p, 1< p has been extended to # # W1, p, p>2 by
Brown and Uhlmann [8] by using the  -scattering transform.
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With respect to stability, Alessandrini [2] obtains a logarithmic interior
stability estimate, i.e., |(&(4#1&4#2)&) is a logarithmic function, in the case
of # # C2 and dimension n3.
If #i are not continuous this stability cannot hold. For example, if
we denote by Bro=[x # R
2, |x|<ro] the ball centered at the origin with
radius ro , take 0=B1 the unit ball in R2, #1=1 and #2=1+/Bro , then
&#1&#2 &L(0) = 1, but &4#1&4#2&H 12  H &12  2ro  0 as ro  0. The
details are given in [2]. Observe that in this case these conductivities
actuallly lie in W =, 2 for any =< 12 .
In dimension n=2, Liu [13] proved interior logarithmic stability
estimates for # # W2, p, 1< p<2.
In this work we obtain the following interior stability for # # C1+=(0 )
Theorem 1. Let 0 be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R2 and assume that
#1 and #2 are two functions in 0 such that, for i=1, 2.
(i) There exists a constant C>0 such that
1
C
<#i (x)<C (1.3)
for every x # 0.
(ii) #i # C1+=(0 ) for some =>0 and there exists M>0 such that
&#i &C1+=M. (1.4)
Then if &4#1&4#2&H 12  H &12 is small enough we have
&#1&#2&L(0)C|(&4#1&4#2&H 12  H &12), (1.5)
where | : [0, $]  R is a function such that
|(t)|log t|&: (1.6)
for some :>0.
It is important to remark that the constants in the statement of
Theorem 1, i.e., C in (1.5), $ and : in (1.6), only depend on the domain 0,
the constant C in (1.3) and =, M in (1.4).
The main technique in this work is the use of the  -scattering method
of Ablowitz and Fokas [1], Beals and Coifmann [4, 5], this method was
used by Brown and Uhlmann [8] to obtain uniqueness of the conductivity
problem and by Sung to study an application to nonlinear PDE [1820].
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Let us be more explicit about the  -scattering method: Brown and
Uhlmann [8] improve the known uniqueness results in dimension n=2 by
reducing the equation div(# {u)=0 to a 2_2 system
\

0
0
+\
v
w+=\
0
q (x)
q(x)
0 +\
v
w+=Q(x) \
v
w+ , (1.7)
where
=
1
2 \

x1
&i

x2+ ,  =
1
2 \

x1
+i

x2+ .
This reduction only requires one derivative in the conductivity #, since
q(x)=&
1
2
 log #=&
#12
#12
, (1.8)
meanwhile in the rest of the works on the conductivity problem, equa-
tion (1.1) is reduced to the Schrodinger equation
(&2+V(x)) |=0
which requires, in some sense, two derivatives in the potential, since in this
case V(x)=2#12#12 .
We start by taking an appropiate extension of #i to the whole R2. This
extension needs the so-called ‘‘boundary stability estimates’’ due to
Sylvester and Uhlmann [22] for smooth domains and to Alessandrini [3]
and Nachmann [14] for Lipschitz domains. This boundary stability
controls the L norm of # and {# on 0 from 4# .
Once this extension has been done, we study the system (1.7) in the
whole R2 by using the  -scattering method.
This method starts with the construction of a special matrix solution
(x, k) that has an exponential behaviour depending on the complex
parameter k and which are constructed via some matrix function m(x, k)
called the Jost matrix solution, whose entries are solutions of lower order
perturbations of the system (1.7).
Usually the asymptotics of m(x, k) when |x|   contains a matrix S(k)
which is known as the scattering matrix of (1.7) or the scattering transform
of Q. This S(k) happens to be the zero order coefficient matrix of a system
similar to (1.7) satisfied by m(x, k) with respect to the parametric variable
k, which is known as the  -equation.
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The inverse scattering transform of S(k) is taken in a similar way, by
considering x as a parameter, then solving the  -equation, whose Jost
matrix solution m(x, k) has Q(x) as a term in the asymptotics when
|k|  .
This is the usual  -scattering procedure. Both, the inverse and the direct
scattering transforms, are ingredients in the application of the method to
nonlinear equations.
In the conductivity problem, once that existence of m and its differential
equations are proved, we substitute the direct transform by the information
we obtain from the Dirichlet to Neumann map. And then, once that S(k)
is obtained, we use the inverse scattering transform to recover Q(x).
Since we do not have enough regularity to recover Q from the
asymptotic behaviour of m(x, k), we need the particular form of Q, given
in (1.8), to recover directly # from the values of m(x, k) at k=0. This
observation, see Nachman [15], has been fruitful in the proof of stability
for # # W 2, p by Liu [13], using the Schrodinger equation approach.
The complete proof of Theorem 1 is divided in two parts. The first part
gives the stability of the map 4#  S(k) that relates 4# to the scattering
matrix S(k). This is done in Section 3 for the special case of #=1 on 0
and #’=0 on 0 (see Theorem 3.5). The main point is a formula that
relates the difference of two Dirichlet to Neumann maps 4#1&4#2 to the
difference of the corresponding scattering matrices.
The second part deals with the stability of the map S(k)  # from the
scattering data to the conductivity. This is done in Section 4, see
Theorem 4.4, where as before, we use that #&1 is compactly supported.
In Section 2 we state basic properties of the  -system needed for the
application of the  -scattering method given in Sections 3 and 4. The
proofs of these properties are postponed until Section 5. We end Section 2
by proving Theorem 1 from the results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 and
from the Proposition 2.11, that allows us to reduce a general # to the spe-
cial case #=1 on 0 and #’=0 on 0. The composition of the map
4#  S(k), which has logarithmic stability, with the map S(k)  #(x),
which has ‘‘Ho lder’’ stability, gives the desired result Theorem 1.
We think that our proof of stability can be extended to the weaker
derivatives case #i # W1+=, p(0 ) with p such that =& 1p>0 (i.e., we can take
traces of {# on 0).
Notations
Variables. We denote x=(x1 , x2) # R2. The complex z=x1+ix2 for
x=(x1 , x2) will also be used. In the scattering transform side we will use
k=(k1 , k2) for k1 , k2 in R and sometimes we will write k=k1+ik2 , for
example, we use ei(kz+kz)=ek(x) or ek(z) where we mean k=k1+ik2 .
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Operators.
=
1
2 \

x1
&i

x2+ ,  =
1
2 \

x1
+i

x2+ ,

’ is the normal derivative in 0 or B for B a ball in R
2. k=e&k (ek } )=
(+ik), this is to say that for a function f we have
k f (x)=e&k(x) (ek( } ) f ( } ))(x).
Also  k=ek  (e&k } )=( &ik ).
Spaces. C = are the usual Ho lder spaces.
W:, p are the Sobolev spaces of functions with : derivatives in L p. Some-
times we use W:, p(dx) to indicate the integration variable. W :, pc (L
p
c ) are
the Sobolev spaces of compactly supported functions in W:, p (resp. L p).
The convergence .j  0 in W :, pc has to be understood as the existence of
a K/R2, K compact, such that \j, supp .j /K and .j  0 in W :, p.
H: will be used for the Hilbert Sobolev space on the boundaries 0
or B.
L(X) is the space of bounded linear operators on the Banach space X.
Matrices. For a 2_2 matrix F we will denote F d as its diagonal part
and F off its off diagonal part.
2. SOME REDUCTIONS AND BASIC LEMMAS
We start by reducing the potential equation (1.1) in the whole plane to
the  -system. In order to do this reduction Brown and Uhlmann [8]
assume the regularity W 1, pc , p>2 for the function #(x)&1. To prove
stability we will need a little more regularity, we assume #(x)&1 to be a
compactly supported function in W1+=, 2, with #(x) satisfying the ellipticity
condition (1.3).
Let u be a solution in R2 to
div(# {u)=0. (2.1)
We introduce the new functions v=#12 u, w=#12  u which satisfy the
elliptic system
D \ vw+=\

0
0
+\
v
w+=Q(x) \
v
w+ , (2.2)
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where
Q(x)=\ 0q (x)
q(x)
0 + (2.3)
and
q(x)=&
1
2
(log #)=&
#12
#12
.
We will refer to Q(x) as ‘‘the potential matrix associated to the conduc-
tivity #.’’
Conversely if ( vw) is a solution of (2.2), then the compatibility condition
 (#&12v)=(#&12w) holds and hence there exists a solution u of (2.1) such
that
u=#&12v,
 u=#&12w.
In this formal sense (2.1) and (2.2) can be seen as equivalent equations.
A more precise relations will be given later in this section (see
Theorem 2.4).
The  -scattering method deals with the system (2.2) without assuming
the conditions (2.3). To be more precise we consider the more general
system for a 2_2 matrix 9=(ij)
D9=R(x) 9, (2.4)
where we only assume the off diagonal hermitic condition
R(x)=\ 0\ (x)
\(x)
0 + . (2.5)
We will see how (2.5) guarantees the uniqueness of the solution one
needs in the  -scattering method (uncoupling of the system).
The special solutions of (2.4) used in the scattering method are of the
form
9(R, x, k)=m(R, x, k) \e
izk
0
0
e&iz k+ , (2.6)
where we indicate the dependence on the matrix R, x=(x1 , x2) # R2 and
the complex parameter k # C and z=x1+ix2 .
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We require m to converge to the identity matrix when |x|  . This
condition will assure the uniqueness of m in the appropriated spaces. The
transition function m will be refered to as the ‘‘Jost matrix solution.’’
Comparing this to the higher dimensional scattering method for the
Schrodinger equation (&2+V(x)) u=0, we remark that a column of 9
has similar exponential components to the corresponding solution of the
Schrodinger equation u=e‘ } x+(x, ‘), for the complex ‘ # C2 with the condi-
tion ‘ } ‘=0, which are the complex optic solutions of the equation (see
Caldero n [9]). In dimension 2 the manifold ‘ } ‘=0 can be parametriced
by the two folds ‘1=(k, ik), ‘2=(k, &ik) with k # C. ‘1 and ‘2 correspond
with the columns of the exponential matrix in (2.6), see [14, 15, 23].
The Jost matrix m is obtained via the parametric system it satisfies; if we
insert (2.6) in (2.4), we have that m(R, x, k) satisfies the equation
Dk m=R(x) m, (2.7)
where the operator Dk , acting on a matrix A(x)=(aij (x)), is defined as
Dk A=E &1k DEk A (2.8)
for D as in (2.2) and
EkA(x)=\ a11(x)ek(z) a21(x)
e&k (z) a12(x)
a22(x) + , (2.9)
z=x1+ix2 and ek(z)=ei(kz+kz).
Entry by entry the system (2.7) reads
{
 m11=\(x) m21
k m21=\(x) m11 {
km12=\(x) m22
m22=\(x) m12 ,
(2.10)
where k and k were defined in the notations. Equations (2.10) show the
row uncoupling of the system (2.7).
Once m is obtained, one checks that m satisfies a system similar to
(2.7) in the parametric variable k # C (sometimes we understand k as
(k1 , k2) # R2) where the role of R in (2.7) is played by the scattering matrix
S(R, k) (also called the scattering transform of R or the scattering data).
S(R, k) is defined as the off diagonal matrix with entries
S21(R, k)=&i | \(x) ek(z) m11(R, x, k) dx,
(2.11)
S12(R, k)=i | \(x) e&k (z) m22(R, x, k) dx
(z=x1+ix2).
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The Jost matrix and the scattering data are related by the equation

k
m(R, x, k)=m(R, x, k ) 4k(x) S(R, k), (2.12)
where
4k(x)=\ek (z)0
0
e&k(z)+ , z=x1+ix2 .
Equation (2.12) will allow us to recover m from the knowledge of the
matrix S(R, k), if we are able to undestand (2.12) in the pointwise sense
in x, by considering x as a parameter.
The following theorem makes precise statements of the above construction.
It will be proved in Section 5.
Theorem 2.1. Let \ # W =, 2c (R
2), =>0, k # C. Then the operator
(I&D&1k R } ) has an inverse in W
=, r(R2), 2<r<, D&1k R # W
=, r(R2) and
m(R, . , k)=I+(I&D&1k R } )
&1 (D&1k R) (2.13)
is the unique solution of (2.7) satisfying
m&I # W =, r(dx). (2.14)
We denote by R } the operator of multiplication by the matrix R and I
denotes the identity matrix.
Furthermore the map k  Ek m is differentiable with values in W =, r(dx) in
the norm topology and the equation (2.12) holds.
Under the weaker hypothesis \ # L pc (R
2), p>2, the same statement is
true taking inverse in Lr, 2<r<, and the differentiability with values in
Lr(dx).
If &1 and  &1 denote the solid Cauchy transforms
&1f (x1 , x2)=
1
? |C
f ( y1 , y2)
z &|
d| 7 d| ,
 &1f (x1 , x2)=
1
? |C
f ( y1 , y2)
z&|
d| 7 d| , z=x1+ix2 ,
then D&1k =E
&1
k D
&1Ek with Dk and D defined in (2.8) and (2.2).
Brown and Uhlmann [8] prove a similar theorem for \ # L pc (R
2), p>2,
taking inverse and derivatives in some weighted Lr.
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As a consequence of Theorem 2.1 we obtain relations between the entries
of the Jost matrix and simetry relations for the scattering matrix.
Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1
m11(R, x, k )=m22(R, x, k), m21(R, x, k )=m12(R, x, k) (2.15)
and
S12(R, k)=S21(R, k ), k # C. (2.16)
Corollary 2.3. Let \ # L pc (R
2), p>2. Then there exists a C>0, inde-
pendent of k, such that
&m(R, } , k)&I&Lr(dx)C, r>2. (2.17)
The proof is postponed until Section 5.
Remark. If \ # W :, 2c (R
2), :>0, then Sobolev embedding theorem gives
the existence of a p>2 such that \ is in the hypothesis of Corollary 2.3.
The following theorem allows us to go back to the original equation
(2.1) and to recover the so-called Jost solutions of (2.1) from the Jost
matrix in (2.2):
Theorem 2.4. Let # satisfy the ellipticity condition (1.3) and #&1 be a
compactly supported function in W1, p(R2), p>2. Let Q be the matrix
defined by (2.3). Then, if k # C"[0] there exists a unique solution u(Q, x, k)
of (2.1) such that
e&izku(Q, x, k)&
1
ik
# W1, r(dx) for any 2<r< (2.18)
and
" e&izku(Q, x, k)& 1ik "W 1, r(dx)C \1+
1
|k|+ , (2.19)
where C depends only on r, the constant in (1.3) and the W1, p-norm of #&1.
Furthermore
e&izku(Q, x, k)&
1
ik
=&1k (#
&12m11(Q, x, k)&1), (2.20)
 \e&izku(Q, x, k)& 1ik+=#&12m21(Q, x, k). (2.21)
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With the additional hypothesis that #&1 is compactly supported in
W1+=, 2, =>0, we have
e&izku(Q, x, k)&
1
ik
# W1+=, r(dx), 2<r<. (2.22)
The following lemmas are the key ingredients in the above theorem and
corollaries. They also will be used in the next sections.
Lemma 2.5 (Nachman [15]). Let 1<s<2 and 1s~ =
1
s&
1
2 .
(i) If v # Ls(R2), k # C, there exists a unique u # Ls~ (R2) such that
k u=v and
&u&Ls~ (dx)C &v&Ls . (2.23)
(ii) If v # Ls~ (R2) and  v # Ls(R2), k # C"0 then there exists a unique
u # W1, s~ (R2) such that k(u)=v and
&u&W 1, s~ (dx)C \1+ 1|k|+ (&v&Ls~ +& v&Ls). (2.24)
(iii) If v # Ls1(R2) & Ls2(R2) where 1<s1<2<s2< then u=&1v #
L(R2) and
&u&C(&v&Ls1+&v&Ls2). (2.25)
The above constants C are independent of k. Similar statements can be
done by changing the roles of  and  .
The following Lemma gives a priori estimates for solutions of non-
homogeneous ‘‘quasianalytic’’ equations.
Lemma 2.6. Let a # Ls1 & Ls2(R2), 1<s1<2<s2< and b # Ls(R2),
1<s<2. Assume u is a function in Ls~ (R2), with 1s~ =1s&12, which
satisfies
 u=au +b. (2.26)
Then there exists C>0 such that
&u&Ls~ C &b&Ls exp(C(&a&Ls1+&a&Ls2)). (2.27)
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The proof of Lemma 2.6 can be seen in Section 5.
The next lemma is a generalization of Liouville’s Theorem to quasianalytic
functions:
Lemma 2.7 [8, Sect. 3]. Let a, b # L2(R2) and u # Lr(R2) & L2loc(R
2) for
some 1r<. Assume that u satisfies
 u=au +bu; (2.28)
then u=0.
The following lemmas refer to the case # # C1+=, =>0, and give
regularity of the Jost matrix with the control in k of the regularity norm,
i.e., a mixed norm in k and x.
Lemma 2.8 [7, Proposition 4.2]. Let F # C =(R2, M2_2). Suppose that
F is supported in a ball of radius R. Then for 0<=<12
&D&1k F&C=c(R, =) &F&C = , (2.29)
&D&1k F
off &Lc(R, =)(1+|k| )&= &F off &C = , (2.30)
&D&1k F
d&C=c(R, =) &F d&L . (2.31)
Lemma 2.9. Let R # C =c be a matrix as in (2.5) and 0<=<12. Then
m(R, } , k) # C = and there exists a constant C such that
&m(R, . , k)&C $C for 0$<=, (2.32)
where C depends on the C = norm of R and the measure of the support of R.
Furthermore there exists an N>0, depending only on the C = norm and the
support of R, such that
&m(R, } , k)&I&C =&’
C
(1+|k| )’
(2.33)
for 0’<= and |k|>N.
Furthermore
&md (R, } , k)&1&C 1+=&’
C
(1+|k| )’
, (2.34)
for 0’<= and |k|>N.
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Corollary 2.10. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 2.9 we have S(R, .) # L.
Proof. It follows inmediately from (2.11) and (2.32).
Next, we give the reduction from a # # C 1+=(0 ) to the case #&1 com-
pactly supported and prove the stability of this reduction.
Proposition 2.11. Given #1 , #2 in C1+=(0 ) as in Theorem 1, we can take
a larger domain 0$#0 and we can extend #1 and #2 to new C1+=(R2)
conductivities #1
t and #2
t with conditions like (1.3) and (1.4), such that #1
t&1,
i=1, 2 are compactly supported in 0$ and satisfy
&4#1t&4#2t& H12(0$)  H &12(0$)C &4#1&4#2 &
$
H12(0)  H &12(0) (2.35)
for some $>0, where C depends only on the a priori constants of the #i .
Proof. Let us call 01=0. As was stated by Alessandrini [3], if 01 is
Lipschitz and # # C1+=(01 ) we can recover # |01 and
#
’ |01 from the
Dirichlet to Neumann map 4# . Moreover, given two conductivities #1 and
#2 in C1+=(01 ), we have the stability at the boundary
&#1&#2 &L(01)+&{#1&{#2&L(01)C &4#1&4#2 &
$
H 12  H &12 , (2.36)
where $= =1+= .
We take a larger domain 0$=02 #01 and extend # to a new conduc-
tivity #~ in C1+=(02 ) such that #~ =1 near 02 . This will give #~ =1 and
#~
’=0 on 02 . We remark, as it can be seen from the construction in [17,
p. 176], that this #~ only depends on the values of # and #’ at 01 , this
dependency garantees that conditions (1.3) and (1.4) can be attained for
the extensions. Also, given two conductivities #1 and #2 in 0, these exten-
sions can be taken in such a way that
&#1
t&#2
t&L(02"01)C(&#1&#2&L(01)+&{#1&{#2 &L(01)). (2.37)
Following Nachman [15, p. 92], the Dirichlet to Neumann map
4#~ : H12(02)  H&12(02) can be recovered from the Dirichlet to
Neumann map 4# : H12(01)  H&12(01) by using the formula
4#~ =422#~ +4
21
#~ (4#&4
11
#~ )
&1 412#~ , (2.38)
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where 4 ij#~ : H
12(0j)  H &12(0i), for i, j=1, 2, are the Dirichlet to
Neumann maps corresponding to #~ for the domain 02 "01 , defined in the
following way: Given f j # H12(0j), j=1, 2, consider the two Dirichlet
problems div(#~ {uj)=0 in 02"01 , j=1, 2, with boundary conditions
u1 |01= f1 , u1 |02=0, respectively, u2 |01=0, u2 |02= f2 . Then, for any
gi # H12(0i), i=1, 2,
( gi , 4 i, j#~ fj) :=(&1)
i |
02"01
#~ {vi } {uj dx
for every vi # H1(02"01 ), solution of div(#~ {ui)=0, which equals g i on 0 i
and zero on the other boundary. Also (4#&411#~ ), is an invertible operator
from H12(01) to H &12(01) whose inverse is given as the single-layer
operator on 01 corresponding to the Green’s function for the Dirichlet
problem in 02 .
If we substract the two expressions for #1
t and #2
t we get after an algebraic
manipulation
4#1t&4#2t=4
22
#1
t&422#2t+(4
21
#1
t&421#2t)(4#1&4
11
#1
t)&1 412#1t
+421#2t(4#1&4
11
#1
t)&1 (412#1t&4
12
#2
t)
&421#2t(4#1&4
11
#1
t)&1 (4#1&4#2+4
11
#2
t&411#1t)(4#2&4
11
#2
t)&1 412#2t .
(2.39)
Since the operator that associates a conductivity to its Dirichlet to
Neumann map #  4# is continuous, i.e., &4#&H 12  H &12C &#&L(0) , and
also
&4ij#1t&4
ij
#2
t &H 12(0j)  H &12(0i)C &#1
t &#2
t &L(02"01) ,
as it can be seen in [22], we obtain
&4#1t&4#2t &H12(02)  H&12(02)
C(&#1
t&#2
t&L(02"01)+&4#1&4#2 &H12(01)  H &12(01)). (2.40)
Inserting (2.36) and (2.37) in this last expression and writting 0$=02 we
obtain finally inequality (2.35)
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let us take 0$#0 and #~ i # C1+=(R2) the exten-
sions given by Proposition 2.11. From (1.3)
&#1
t&#2
t &C &#1
t 12&#2
t12& .
Take 0<’ =2 and p$ sufficiently close to 2 and such that
2
1+’< p$<2
and p its dual exponent. In Theorem 4.4 we prove
&#~ 121 &#~
12
2 &C(M) &S(Q 1 , . )&S(Q 2 , . )&L p & L p$ ,
where Q i is the matrix potential associated to the conductivity #~ i .
In Theorem 3.5 we prove that for this choice of p$
&S(Q 1 , . )&S(Q 2 , . )&L p$ & L p|(&4#~ 1&4#~ 2 &H 12(0$)  H &12(0$)),
with | satisfying (1.6).
Finally (2.35) ends the proof.
3. FROM 4# TO S(k)
From the reductions in Section 2 it is enough to study the case #i=1,
#i ’=0 on 0, #i # C1+=(0 ), i=1, 2.
In this section we prove the stability of the application from the Dirichlet
to Neumann map to the scattering data. We will study only the entry
S21(Q, k), the whole scattering matrix S given by their entries in (2.11), is
reduced to this, since S12(R, k)=S21(R, k ) from (2.16).
In what follows one has to understand some integrals in the weak sense
as a H12(0), H&12(0) dual pairing, even though with our hypothesis
#i # C1+=, there is some extra regularity.
If the #i’s are as above, we identify them with their extension by 1 to R2.
Let Qi be the potential matrices associated to the conductivities #i ,
i=1, 2, as in (2.3), with entry qi=&#12i #
12
i .
Take m(Qi , x, k) the corresponding Jost matrices and u(Qi , x, k) the
solutions to (2.1) obtained via the Theorem 2.4. Let us rewrite (2.20) as
e&izku(Qi , x, k)&
1
ik
=R(Qi , x, k), (3.1)
for the remainder R(Qi , . , k) # W1, r(R2), r>2 with norm bounded by
C(1+ 1|k|).
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Let us recall the equations of u which follow from (2.20) and (2.21):
{#
12
i  u(Qi , x, k)=e
izkm21(Qi , x, k),
#12i u(Qi , x, k)=e
izkm11(Qi , x, k).
(3.2)
Now we can state a first formula which is a generalization of Alessandrini’s
formula [3] (see also Liu [13]) to the case #i # C1+= with the ui’s obtained
from Theorem 2.4.
Proposition 3.1. Let #i , i=1, 2, as above and k # C"[0]. Then
1
k
[S21(Q1 , k)&S21(Q2 , k)]
=
1
2 |0 u(Q1 , x, &k)(4#1&4#2) u(Q2 , x, k) d_(x). (3.3)
Proof. Let us define
I=|
0
 [u(Q1 , x, &k) u(Q2 , x, k)] #122 #
12
1 dx
&|
0
[u(Q1 , x, &k) u(Q2 , x, k)] #121  #
12
2 dx.
We proceed in two steps:
Step 1. We prove I=(1k) S12(Q1 , &k )+(1k ) S21(Q2 , k).
Step 2. We prove that minus I is equal to the right hand side of (3.3).
The use of the intermediate term I was suggested to us by an analogous
formula proved by Liu in the case of #i # W2, p, 1< p<2.
Once we have attained Steps 1 and 2, we have
1
k
S12(Q1 , &k )+
1
k
S21(Q2 , k)
=
1
2 |0 u(Q1 , x, &k)(4#2&4#1) u(Q2 , x, k) d_(x). (3.4)
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Now we take #1=#2 in 0 and then
1
k
S12(Q1 , &k )=&
1
k
S21(Q1 , k). (3.5)
This together with (3.4) gives (3.3)
Step 1. From (3.1) and (3.2) we can write I=P1+P2 where
P1=&
1
ik |0 ek(x) m11(Q1 , x, &k) q1#
12
2 dx
&
1
ik |0 ek(x) m21(Q2 , x, k) q1#
12
1 dx
+
1
ik |0 ek(x) m21(Q1 , x, &k) q2 #
12
2 dx
+
1
ik |0 ek(x) m11(Q2 , x, k) q2 #
12
1 dx,
and
P2=&|
0
ek(x) m11(Q1 , x, &k) q1 #122 R(Q2 , x, k) dx
&|
0
ek(x) m21(Q2 , x, k) q1#121 R(Q1 , x, &k) dx
+|
0
ek(x) m21(Q1 , x, &k) R(Q2 , x, k) q2 #122 dx
+|
0
ek(x) R(Q1 , x, &k) m11(Q1 , x, k) q2 (x) #121 dx.
We will show that
P2=0 and P1=
1
k
S12(Q1 , &k )+
1
k
S21(Q2 , k).
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From (2.15)
P1=
1
k
S12(Q1 , &k )+
1
k
S21(Q2 , k)
+
1
ik \&|0 ek m11(Q1 , x, &k) q1(#122 &1) dx
+|
0
ek m21(Q1 , x, &k) q 2#122 dx+
+
1
ik \&|0 ek m21(Q2 , x, k) q1 #121 dx
+|
0
ekm11(Q2 , x, k) q 2(#121 &1) dx+ .
From (2.10)
ek(x) m11(Q1 , x, &k) q1(x)= (ek(x) m21(Q1 , x, &k)),
(3.6)
ek(x) m11(Q2 , x, k) q 2(x)=(ek(x) m21(Q2 , x, k)),
the divergence theorem and the fact that #i=1 on 0, i=1, 2, imply that
the last two terms in the expresion defining P1 vanish.
Let us see now that P2=0. From (3.6)
P2=&|
R2
 (ek(x) m21(Q1 , x, &k) #122 ) R(Q2 , x, k) dx
+|
R2
R(Q1 , x, &k) (ek(x) m21(Q2 , x, k) #121 ) dx.
If Br denote the ball centered at 0 and radius r, the divergence theorem
gives
P2= lim
r   _|Br
z
|z|
m21(Q2 , x, k) ek(x) R(Q1 , x, &k) d_(x)
&|
Br
z
|z|
m21(Q1 , x, &k) ek(x) R(Q2 , x, k) d_(x)& , (3.7)
where we assume r big enough in order to have supp(#i&1)/Br , i=1, 2.
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Now we use the asymptotic expansion in x, as |x|   of the Jost
matrix. From Proposition 2.18 in Sung [18] for the case m=1, if q # C =c ,
then
m21(Q, x, k)=
S21(Q, k)
|x|
+o( |x|&1) as |x|  
and an analogous result holds for m12(Q, x, k). Therefore
} |Br
z
|z|
m21(Q2 , x, k) ek(x) R(Q1 , x, &k) d_(x) }

c(k)
r |Br |R(Q1 , x, &k)| d_(x)

c(k)
r1q
&R(Q1 , x, &k)&Lq(Br)

c(k)
r1q
&R(Q1 , x, &k)&W1, q(R2) ,
where q>2 and we have used the trace theorem and (3.1). The other term
can be treated in the same way.
Step 2. In the expression defining I expand the derivatives, use
Eqs. (3.2) in two of the terms, then by taking q1=&#121 #
12
1 and q 2=
& #121 #
12
1 in the same two terms, use Eqs. (2.10) with \=qi . Then the
divergence theorem cancels the two remaining terms, by considering again
Eqs. (3.2) only the boundary terms remain. Hence
I=&|
0
#121 #
12
2 u(Q2 , x, k) ’u(Q1 , x, &k) d_
+|
0
#121 #
12
2 u(Q1 , x, &k) ’  u(Q2 , x, k) d_,
where we denote ’=’1+i’2 , being (’1 , ’2) the unit normal to 0.
Now, since
’  =
1
2
’+
i
2
{ and ’=
1
2
’&
i
2
{ ,
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where ’ is the normal derivative, { the tangential derivative, and
4#i u=#i’ui , we obtain
I=
1
2 |0
#121
#122
u(Q1 , x, &k) 4#2 u(Q2 , x, k) d_
&
1
2 |0
#122
#121
u(Q2 , x, k) 4#1 u(Q1 , x, &k) d_
+
i
2 |0 #
12
1 #
12
2 {(u(Q1 , x, &k) u(Q2 , x, k)) d_.
The third term in the last expression vanishes since #i=1 on 0 and 0
is a bounded domain and u # W 1+=, r(0$), where 0$ is some neighborhood
of 0, 2<r<, from (2.22). Now, since 4#i are selfadjoint, #i=1 and #i 
’=0 on 0 we obtain
I= 12 |
0
u(Q1 , x, &k)(4#2&4#1) u(Q2 , x, k) d_.
Remark. From the continuity of the scattering matrix in k # C and (3.5)
we have that S(Q, 0)=0 for # in the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1. This
result can be directly obtained from the divergence theorem, (2.10), and
#=1 on 0:
S21(Q, 0)=&i |
0
q (x) m11(Q, x, 0) dx
=
i
2 |0  log #m11(Q, x, 0) dx
=&
i
2 |0 log #  m11(Q, x, 0) dx
=
i
22
1
2! |0  (log #)
2 m21(Q, x, 0) dx
=&
i
22
1
2! |0(log #(x))
2 q (x) m11(Q, x, 0) dx.
Repeting the same argument several times we get
S21(Q, 0)=&
i
22n
1
(2n)! |0 (log #(x))
2n q (x) m11(Q, x, 0) dx.
From (1.3), |log #(x)|<C, and hence S21(Q, 0)=0.
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Proposition 3.2. Let 0/[x # R2, |x|l] and k{0. Then
|S21(Q1 , k)&S21(Q2 , k)|C \1+ 1|k|+ e(2l+1) |k| &4#1&4#2 &H12  H&12 ,
(3.8)
where C depends on 0 and the a priori bounds in (1.3) and (1.4).
Proof. From Proposition 3.1
|S21(Q1 , k)&S21(Q2 , k)|

|k|
2
&u(Q1 , . , &k)&H 12(0) &4#1&4#2 &H 12  H&12 &u(Q2 , . , k)&H 12(0) .
(3.9)
Now take r>2 and use the trace theorem to get
&u(Qi , . , \k)&H12(0)
C &u(Qi , . , \k)&W 1, r(0)
Ce l |k| &eizku(Qi , . , \k)&W1, r(0)
Ce l |k| \"eizku(Qi , . , \k) 1ik"W 1, r(0)+"
1
ik"W 1, r(0)+ ,
which from (2.19) is bounded by Ce l |k|(1+ 1|k|). These estimates together
with (3.9) give (3.8).
Proposition 3.3. Let R # C =c be as in (2.5). Then for 0<’=2 and
p # ( 21+’ , ) there exists C>0 and #=’+1&
2
p>0, such that for N big
enough
&S(R, . )&Lp( |k|>N)
C
N #
. (3.10)
Proof. Let us consider the entry S21(R, k)
S21(R, k)=&i |
R2
ek(x) \ (x) m11(R, x, k) dx
=&i |
R2
ek(x) \ (x)(m11(R, x, k)&1) dx
&i |
R2
ek(x) \ (x) dx=&iT(k)&i\^ \k1? ,
&k2
? + .
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We obtain (3.10) for \^, by the decay of the Fourier transform of a C =
smooth compactly supported function.
To treat T(k) we use the following estimate for pseudodifferential oper-
ators with non-smooth symbols, see Coifman and Meyer [10]; a simpler
proof is given in [7].
Lemma 3.4. Let m( . , !) # H s(R2), s>1, such that sup! &m( . , !)&H s=
A< and x  m(x, !) is compactly supported uniformly en ! # R2. Then the
operator M defined by
Mg(!)=|
R2
m(x, !) e&ix } !g(x) dx
satisfies
&Mg&L2CA &g&L2 . (3.11)
To use Lemma 3.4, take . # C o (R
2), .#1 on the support of \, write
k=k1+ik2 and !=(&2k1 , 2k2) # R2
T(k)=|
R2
(m11(R, x, k)&1) .(x) \ (x) ek(x) dx=|!|&’ M\ (!),
where M has symbol
m(x, !)=|!|’ (m11(R, x, k1 , k2)&1) .(x).
Assume that 21+’< p<2. Then
&T&L p( |k|>N)&|!|&’&L2p(2&p)( |!| >N) &M\&L2( |!| >N)

C
N’+1&2p
sup
|!|>N
&|!|’ (m11(R, . , !)&1) .&H =&’(R2) .
Let N be the constant given in Lemma 2.9, from (2.34), assuming ’ =2 , we
obtain (3.10) for T, with C depending on the support of \, #=’+1& 2p and
p # ( 21+’ , 2).
Now (2.33) gives
&T&L
C
N’
&\&L1 .
This gives (3.10) in the desired interval p # ( 21+’ , ).
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Theorem 3.5. Let Qi be the potential matrix of #i # C1+=, #i=1,
#i ’=0, i=1, 2, on 0. Then for r # ( 21+’ , ), 0<’=2
&S(Q1 , . )&S(Q2 , . )&LrC|(&4#1&4#2 &H 12(0)  H &12(0)), (3.12)
where | satisfies
|($)|log $|&:(r)
for some :(r)>0 and $ small enough.
Proof. Let choose a, b # R+, a close to 0 and b big to be determined
and call
$=&4#1&4#2&H 12(0)  H &12(0) . (3.13)
Let us split down
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr( |k|a)+&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr(a|k| b)
+&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr( |k| >b) .
From the continuity of the scattering matrix we get
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr( |k|a)Ca2r. (3.14)
From Proposition 3.2 and (3.13)
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr(a|k|b)C \ $a1&2r+$b1re2(l+1) b+ . (3.15)
From Proposition 3.3
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr( |k|>b)
C
b#
. (3.16)
Now for $ small enough we define a, b depending on $ such that (3.14)
and (3.16) are of the same order in $. Define for :>0
a=
1
|log $|:r2
, b=|log $|:#. (3.17)
Then (3.14) and (3.16) are of the order 1|log $|: and with this choice and
$ small enough $a1&1r is bounded by 1|log $|: .
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With this choice of a and b we have
&S21(Q1)&S21(Q2)&Lr
C
|log $|:
+$ |log $| :#r e2(l+1) |log $|:#. (3.18)
Now take $<$o=e&16(l+1)
2
and :< #2 . Then (3.18) is bounded by
C
|log $|:
+$ |log $| :#r e2(l+1) |log $|12
C
|log $| :
+$12 |log $| :#r
C
|log $|:
.
4. FROM S(k) TO #(x)
In this section we study the stability of the applications going from the
scattering matrix to the Jost matrix solution, and from that to the conduc-
tivity. The map S  # has a ‘‘linear stability,’’ see Theorem 4.4; therefore
the weaker logarithmic stability of the whole inverse conductivity problem
is due to that part of the map studied in Section 3, which takes the
Dirichlet to Neumann map to the scattering matrix.
Proposition 4.1. Let Ri # C=c(R
2) be as in (2.5) for \=\ i , i=1, 2. Let
1<s<2 and s~ such that 1s~ =1s&12. Then
sup
x # R2
&m(R1 , x, . )&m(R2 , x, . )&Ls~ (dk)C &S(R1 , . )&S(R2 , . )&Ls(dk) . (4.1)
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, m(Ri , x, k) satisfies Eq. (2.12)

k
m(Ri , x, k)=m(Ri , x, k ) 4k(z) S(Ri , k), i=1, 2. (4.2)
The regularity W =, r in x of this equation allows us to take it pointwise
in x, and we may consider x # R2 as a parameter in (4.2).
Let us introduce the functions
&\(Ri , x, k)=m11(Ri , x, k)\m12(Ri , x, k ), i=1, 2. (4.3)
From Corollary 2.2 to prove (4.1) will be equivalent to obtain the same
inequality for &\(Ri , x, k) instead of the entries of m(Ri , x, k), i=1, 2.
Now, &+(Ri , x, k) satisfies the uncoupled equations,

k
&+(Ri , x, k)=&+(Ri , x, k) e&k(x) S21(Ri , k), i=1, 2
and &&(Ri , x, k) satisfies also a similar uncoupled equation.
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The difference
&(x, k)=&+(R1 , x, k)&&+(R2 , x, k) (4.4)
satisfies

k
&(x, k)=&(x, k) e&k(x) S21(R1 , k)+&+(R2 , x, k)
_e&k(x)(S21(R1 , k)&S21(R2 , k)). (4.5)
In order to have the assumptions to apply Lemma 2.6 to Eq. (4.5),
we look at the expression of &(x, k) in (4.3) and use the fact that
m11(Ri , x, k)&1 # Lr and m12(Ri , x, k) # Lr, for r>2. To prove
&S21(R1 , . )&Ls 1 & Ls 2<C(N, supp R1)
for 21+’<s1<2<s2< and 0<’=2, we may use the definition (2.11),
Lemma 2.9, and (3.10). Also
&&+(R1 , x, . )(S21(R1 , . )&S21(R2 , . ))&Ls
sup
x
&&+(R1 , x, . )& &S21(R1 , . )&S21(R2 , . )&Ls
C(M) &S21(R1 , . )&S21(R2 , . )&Ls ,
again from Lemma 2.9. Lemma 2.6 proves (4.1).
Proposition 4.2. Let # be a C1+=(R2) function which satisfies the ellip-
ticity condition (1.3) and #&1 is compactly supported. Let
q(x)=&
#12
#12
and Q(x)=\0q
q
0+ .
For R(x)=&Qt(x) and m(R, x, k) the Jost matrix associated to R(x) then
#12(x)=m11(R, x, 0)+m21(R, x, 0). (4.6)
Proof. Define
m+(R, x, k)=m11(R, x, k)+e&k(x) m21(R, x, k).
On the one hand the equation Dkm=&Qtm implies that m+ satisfies the
equation
 u=e&k(x) \(x) u , (4.7)
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with \(x)=&q . On the other hand the definition of \ itself is
 #12=\(x) #12,
which is (4.7) in k=0. Since m+&1 # Lr from Theorem 2.1, and also
#12&1 # Lr then Liouville’s Theorem stated in Lemma 2.7 applied to
m+&#12 proves the claim.
From the above proposition the stability of # is reduced to the stability
of the Jost functions at k=0 for a potential matrix which is not the
original one Q(x), but &Qt(x). The following lemma, due to Beals and
Coifman [5], saves the day:
Proposition 4.3. Assume R # L pc , p>2. Then
S(R, &k )t=S(&Rt, k).
Proof. Let us observe that in our hypothesis we may write, taking
inverse in some weighted space Lq(dx), see Brown and Uhlmann [8],
m(&Qt, x, k)=(I&D&1k (&Q
t .))&1 (I ).
This allows us to follow the formal argument in [5].
Now, after Proposition 4.3, we can recover, with stability, S(Q, k) from
the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, and hence the scattering data corresponding
to &Qt. To finish the proof of the stability we will use Eq. (4.5) to obtain
an a priori pointwise estimate of &, and hence of #12.
Theorem 4.4. Let #i be as in Proposition 4.2. Then
&#121 &#
12
2 &C(M) &S(Q1 , . )&S(Q2 , . )&L p & L p$ ,
where 1< p$<2< p< and p$ sufficiently close to 2.
Proof. Let us observe that for k=0
#12i (x)=m+(&Q
t
i , x, 0)=R&+(&Q
t
i , x, 0),
hence #121 (x)&#
12
2 (x)=R&(x, 0), defined in (4.4) with Ri=&Q
t
i , i=1, 2.
From (4.5) we have
&
k
=&(x, k) e&k(x) S21(&Q t1 , k)
+&+(&Qt2 , x, k) e&k(x)(S21(&Q
t
1 , k)&S21(&Q
t
2 , k))
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and we can write from Proposition 4.3
|&(x, 0)|=
1
? } |R2
1
k
&(x, k) e&k(x) S12(Q1 , &k ) dk
+|
R2
1
k
&+(&Q t2 , x, k) e&k(x)(S12(Q1 , &k )&S12(Q2 , &k )) dk }

1
?
sup
x
&&(x, . )&Lro "S12(Q1 , . )k "Lr$o
+
1
?
sup
x
&&+(&Q t2 , x, . )&L "S12(Q1 , . )&S12(Q2 , . )k "L1 .
The number s=2ro (ro+2) can be choosen s<2 and as close to 2 as
wanted, by taking ro big enough and r$o its dual.
Then
"S12(Q1 , . )k "Lr$o( |k| <K)&S12(Q1 , . )&Lp "
1
k"Lq( |k| <K)C(M),
where we have chosen p>2 such that &S12(Q1)&LpC(M) from Corollary 2.10
and Proposition 3.3, and also, since 1q=1r$o&1p=1&1ro&1p, q can
be chosen less than 2 by taking ro big enough depending on p.
"S12(Q1 , . )k "Lr$o( |k| >K)&S12(Q1 , . )&Lq "
1
k"L p( |k|>K)C(M),
by taking now q<2 such that &S12(Q1)&LqC(M), again from Corollary 2.10
and Proposition 3.3 ( 21+’<q<2).
From Proposition 4.1 with ro=s~ we get
sup
x
&&(x, . )&LroC(M) &S12(&Q t1 , . )&S12(&Q t2 , . )&Ls(dx) .
Now from Lemma 2.9 we have
sup
x
sup
k
|&+(&Q t2 , x, k)|<C(M)
and finally
"S12(Q1 , . )&S12(Q2 , . )k "L1"
1
k"L p( |k|>K) &S12(Q1)&S12(Q2)&L p$
+"1k"Lp$( |k| <K) &S12(Q1)&S12(Q2)&L p
by taking p$=s and p such that 1p+1p$=1.
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5. PROOFS
To prove the existence and uniqueness of the Jost matrix solutions
Dk m=R(x) m
given in (2.7) and their relation with the solution of the original equation
div(# {u)=0, we need Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7. We start by proving
Lemma 2.6.
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We follow an idea due to Ahlfors. Let u be a
locally integrable function satisfying (2.26). Let us define
v={&a
u
u
if u{0
0 if u=0.
Then v # Ls1(R2) & Ls2(R2), 1<s1<2<s2< and by Lemma 2.5 part
(iii), the function w= &1v is in L(R2) and
&w&LC(&a&Ls 1+&a&Ls 2).
Now observe that the function uew satisfies the equation  (uew)=bew and
since bew # Ls and uew # Ls~ , Lemma 2.5 (i) gives the estimate
&u&Ls~ C &uew&Ls~ &e&w&L
C &e&w&L &bew&Ls&b&Ls exp(C(&a&Ls 1+&a&Ls2)).
Proof of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. With the change of variables
m(R, x, k)=I++(R, x, k) in (2.7) we get
Dk +(R, x, k)=R(x) +(R, x, k)+R(x). (5.1)
Assuming that \(x) is compactly supported, let
D&1k R(x)=\ 0&1k \ (x)
 &1k \(x)
0 + ,
Then it follows from Lemma 2.5(i) that D&1k R is in L
r for every r>2.
We can give the following matrix equation equivalent to (5.1)
(I&D&1k R } ) +(R, x, k)=D
&1
k R(x),
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whose entries are
{
+11(R, x, k)& &1(\( } ) +21(R, } , k))(x)=0
+21(R, x, k)&&1k (\ ( } ) +11(R, } , k))(x)=
&1
k \ (x)
+12(R, x, k)& &1k (\( } ) +22(R, } , k))(x)=
&1
k \(x)
+22(R, x, k)&&1(\ ( } ) +12(R, } , k))(x)=0.
(5.2)
Observe that the two last row equations can be obtained from the first
two by taking conjugates and evaluating at k .
For k # C fixed, +11(R, x, k) and +21(R, x, k) (also +22(R, x, k ) and
+21(R, x, k )) are solutions f and g of the system
{ f (x)=
 &1(\( } ) g( } ))(x)
g(x)=&1k (\ ( } ) f ( } ))(x)+
&1
k \ (x).
(5.3)
We will show that the system (5.3) has a unique solution in W =, r(R2), for
r>2. This will give the existence and uniqueness result of Theorem 2.1 and
also Corollary 2.2.
Uncoupling (5.3) we get
{(I&
 &1\ &1k \ } ) f (x)=
&1\ &1k \ (x)
(I&&1k \ 
&1\ } ) g(x)=&1k \ (x).
(5.4)
These two equations are of the same type, so we will prove existence and
uniqueness in W =, r(R2), r>2 for just one of them, for example, the second.
To do that we use the standard techniques: the operator (&1k \ 
&1\ } ) is
compact from W =, r(R2) to W =, r(R2), also &1k \ # W
=, r(R2) (from which we
can get D&1k R # W
=, r) and the equation
&1k \ 
&1\ 8=8
has only the trivial solution 8=0 in W =, r(R2), r>2. This will give the
existence of the inverse operator (I&&1k \ 
&1\ } )&1 in W =, r(R2) and
m21(R, x, k)=(I&&1k \ 
&1\ } )&1 (&1k q).
Then (2.13) follows from this.
Let r>2. From the continuity of the bilineal map (u, v)  uv from
W s1 , p1(R2)_W s2 , p2(R2) into W s, p(R2) [12, p. 28] and from the fact that
\(x) has compact support, we get the continuity of
W =, r(R2)  W =, tc (R
2)
(5.5)
f  f\,
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where
1
t

1
r
+
1
2
&
1
#
(5.6)
and
0#=, #<min \1, 2r+ . (5.7)
Also, Sobolev’s embedding Theorem and the boundedness of the frac-
tional integrals I: , for :=1 and :=1&(=+’) [17, Chap. V], give the
continuity of the map
&1: W =, t(R2)  W =+’, r(R2)
(5.8)
f  &1 f,
where t and # satisfy (5.6) and (5.7) and ’ satisfies
0’#. (5.9)
If we take ’=0 and #, t as in (5.6) and (5.7), the map
&1\: W =, r(R2)  W =, r(R2)
(5.10)
f  &1(\f )
is continuous. The product by the function ek(x), which has bounded
derivatives, does not change the behaviour and we can get the same result
when we replace &1 in (5.10) by  &1, &1k , or 
&1
k (and also if we sub-
stitute \ by \).
Taking a function f in W =, r(R2) equal to 1 on the support of \, it follows
from (5.10) that &1k \ # W
=, r(R2).
To show the compactness, we consider a C o function /, /=1 on supp \
and the map
W =+’, r(R2)  W =, r(R2)
(5.11)
f  / f
which is known to be compact if ’>0 [16]. Therefore if we take ’>0 and
#, t satisfying (5.6), (5.7), and (5.9), the operator
/  &1\: W =, r(R2)  W =, r(R2)
(5.12)
f  /  &1\ f
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is compact. Since the operators &1k \ / 
&1\ and &1k \ 
&1\ coincide,
(5.10) and (5.12) imply that &1k \ 
&1\ is a compact operator from
W =, r(R2) to W =, r(R2), r>2.
We will prove now that if 8 # W =, r(R2) and 8=&1k \ 
&1\ 8 then
8=0. To this end consider .= &1\ 8; then  .=\8 and k 8=\ .. The
functions ;\=.\e&k8 satisfy the equation  ;\=e&k\; \ . Since ;\ #
Lr(R2) & L2loc(R
2), Lemma 2.7 gives ;\=0 and thus 8=0.
Let us assume for the moment that

k \
m11(R, x, k)
ek(x) m21(R, x, k)
e&k (x) m12(R, x, k)
m22(R, x, k) + (5.13)
exists and lies in W =, r(R2), r>2. Let us prove now that the Jost matrix
solution m(R, x, k) satisfies the k equation (2.12).
The entries of the matrix equation (2.12) are

k
m11(R, z, k)=m12(R, z, k ) e&k(z) S21(k)
(5.14)

k
m21(R, z, k)=m22(R, z, k ) e&k(z) S21(k)

k
m12(R, z, k)=m11(R, z, k ) ek (z) S12(k)

k
m22(R, z, k)=m21(R, z, k ) ek (z) S12(k)
where z=x1+ix2=(x1 , x2)=x.
Again, after (2.15), there is a symmetry between the first two equations
and the two last ones. We will treat only the first two.
Let fix k # C. From (5.3), m11(R, z, k) and m21(R, z, k) satisfy
m11(R, z, k)&1= &1(\(!) m21(R, !, k)))(z)
m21(R, z, k)=&1k (\ (!) m11(R, !, k))(z), !=!1+i!2 .
If we take the k derivative, we obtain
{

k
m11(R, z, k)= &1(\(!)

k
m21(R, !, k)))(z)

k
m21(R, z, k)=e&k(z) S21(k)+&1k (\ (!)

k
m11(R, !, k))(z).
(5.15)
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Let assume S21(k){0; therefore we can write (5.15) as
ek(z)
S21(k)

k
m21(R, z, k)&1
=&1 \\ (!) ek(!)S21(k)

k
m11(R, !, k)+ (z)
ek(z)
S21(k)

k
m11(R, z, k)
= &1k \\( } ) \ ek( } )S21(k)

k
m21(R, } , k)&1)+ (z)+ &1k \(z).
If we define
f (z)=
ek(z)
S21(k)

k
m21(R, z, k)&1
and
g(z)=
ek(z)
S21(k)

k
m11(R, z, k),
from the first equation, (5.13), and (5.10) it follows that f (z) and g(z) are
in W =, r(R2), r>2, and satisfy the equation
{ f (z)=
&1(\ (!) g(!))(z)
g(z)= &1k (\(!) f (!))(z)+
&1
k \(z).
(5.16)
This system (5.16) has uniqueness in W =, r(R2), since is the conjugate of
(5.3) evaluated at k . It is not difficult to prove that the new functions
f (z)=m22(R, z, k )&1 and g(z)=m12(R, z, k ) also satisfy Eqs. (5.16). By
the uniqueness we get the two first equations in (5.14) if S21(k){0.
If S21(k)=0, it follows from (5.15) that
{

k
m11(R, z, k)= &1(\(!)

k
m21(R, !, k))(z)

k
m21(R, z, k)=e&k(z) &1(\ (!) ek(!)

k
m11(R, !, k))(z).
If we denote .(z)=(k ) m11(R, z, k), 8(z)=(k ) m21(R, z, k) and
;\(z)=.(z)\e&k(z) 8 (z), then
 ;\(z)=\e&k(z) \(z) ;\(z),
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(5.13) together with Lemma 2.7 gives

k
m11(R, z, k)=

k
m21(R, z, k)=0.
Therefore the first two equations in (5.14) are satisfied for every k # C and
then we get (2.12).
We finally need (5.13) to finish the proof. To do this we use the following
Lemma [18, p. 152]. Let X be a Banach space. Let f (h) and g(h) be
X-valued functions on (&a, a) and T(h) be an L(X)-valued function on
(&a, a), where a>0. Suppose that
(i) f, g, and T satisfy
f (h)= g(h)+T(h) f (h)
for h # (&a, a),
(ii) I&T(0) is invertible.
(iii) g and T are differentiable at h=0 and f is continuous at h=0.
Then f is differentiable at 0 and the derivatives f $(0), g$(0) and T $(0) satisfy
f $(0)= g$(0)+T $(0) f (0)+T(0) f $(0).
We will prove, for example, that

k1
(ek(z) m21(R, z, k))
exists for k=k1+ik2 # C in W =, r(R2). With a similar method we would
prove the existence of derivatives with respect to k1 and k2 for the rest of
the components in the matrix (5.13).
From (5.4), ek(z) m21(R, z, k) satisfies the equation
ek(z) m21(R, z, k)
=&1(ek(!) \(!))(z)
+&1(ek(!) \ (!)  &1(\(’) e&k(’) ek(’) m21(R, k, ’))(!))(z).
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Fix k # C, a>0 small and h # (&a, a). Let us define
f (h)=ek+h(z) m21(R, z, k+h),
g(h)=&1(ek+h(!) \ (!))(z),
T(h) 8(z)=&1(ek+h(!) \ (!)  &1(\(’) e&(k+h)(’) 8(’))(!))(z).
We apply Sung’s Lemma with X=W =, r(R2), r>2. If we prove that f $(0)
is in W =, r(R2) we will then get that (k1)(ek(z) m21(R, z, k)) is in
W =, r(R2).
We already have proven that for every h # (&a, a) the functions f (h) and
g(h) are in W =, r(R2) and I&T(0) has an inverse in W =, r(R2), r>2. There-
fore, the hypotheses (i) and (ii) from the lemma are satisfied.
In the rest of the proof we will assume supp(\)/B(0, 1) and / a C o func-
tion, /=1 on supp(\). We start by proving that g$(0) exists in W =, r(R2). Let
D1(z)=&1(\ (!) 2i!1)(z),
where !=!1+i!2=(!1 , !2)=!. From (5.10), D1(z) # W =, r(R2) and
"\ g(h)& g(0)h &D1+ (z)"W =, r="&1(ek(!) \ (!) \
e2ih!1&1
h
&2i!1+"W =, r
C "\e
2ih!1&1
h
&2i!1+ /(!)"W =, r .
Since now ((e2ih!1&1)h&2i!1) /(!) and its derivative !1 tend to 0
uniformly as h  0 we get that g$(0) exists and is equal to D1(z).
We will prove now that T $(0) exists. Let 8 # W =, r(R2), r>2. Define the
operator D1 acting on 8 by
D18(z)=
1
?2 |R4 ek(!&’)
\ (!)
z &!
\(’)
!&’
8(’) 2i(!1&’1) d! d’
=&1(ek(!) \ (!) 2i!1  &1(e&k(’) \(’) 8(’))(!))(z)
+&1(ek(!) \ (!)  &1(e&k(’) \(’) 8(’)(&2i’1)(!))(z).
Following (5.10) is D18 # W =, r(R2) and
&D18&W =, rC &8&W =, r ,
therefore D1 # L(W =, r(R2)).
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Also
\T(h) 8&T(0) 8h &D18+ (z)
=
1
?2 |R4 ek(!&’)
\ (!)
z &!
\(’)
!&’
8(’) _e
2ih(!1&’1)&1
h
&2i(!1&’1)& d! d’
=
1
?2 |R4 ek(!&’)
\ (!)
z &!
\(’)
!&’
8(’) e&2ih’1 _e
2ih!1&1
h
&2i!1& d! d’
+
1
?2 |R4 ek(!&’)
\ (!)
z &!
\(’)
!&’
8(’) _e
&2ih’1&1
h
+2i’1& d! d’
+
1
?2 |R4 ek(!&’)
\ (!)
z &!
\(’)
!&’
8(’) 2i!1[e&2ih’1&1] d! d’
=I1(h, 8)(z)+I2(h, 8)(z)+I3(h, 8)(z).
We will show that
&Ii (h, 8)(z)&W =, rCi (h) &8&W =, r, i=1, 2, 3,
where Ci (h)  0 when h  0. This would prove that T $(0) exists as an ele-
ment of L(W =, r(R2)) and is equal to D1 . We will treat only the term
I1(h, 8)(z), since the others are similar.
Using (5.10), and the product of function in Sobolev spaces [12, p. 28]
we get
&I1(h, 8)(z)&W =, r
="&1 \ek(!) \(!) \e
2ih!1&1
h
&2i!1+  &1(e&k(’)
_e&2ih’1 \(’) 8(’))(!)+ (z)"W =, r
C "\e
2ih!1&1
h
&2i!1+ /(!)"W1,  &8&W =, r  0 as h  0.
This together with Lemma 5.1 proves the existence of the derivative
given in (5.13).
The last statement in Theorem 2.1, the weaker case \ # L pc , p>2, can be
treated in the same way. The compacteness in this case, as in (5.12),
requires p>2.
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Proof of Corollary 2.3. Let +(R, x, k)=m(R, x, k)&I. We will prove
(2.17) for the cases mi1(R, x, k), i=1, 2. The same reasoning would treat
other entries.
Let us define
%\(R, x, k)=+11(R, x, k)\e&k(x) +21(R, x, k)
which is easily seen to belong to Lr, r>2. By (2.10), %\(R, x, k) satisfies
the equation
 %\(R, x, k)=\e&k(x) \(x) %\(R, x, k)\e&k(x) \(x).
Since \ has compact support, Lemma 2.6 gives
&%\(R, . , k)&LrC
for every r>2, where the constant C depends on r, the L p-norm of \(x),
and its support. This proves (2.17) for mi1(R, x, k), i=1, 2.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Given # as in Theorem 2.4, the potencial Q(x)
as defined in (2.3) is in L pc (R
2) for some p>2. Theorem 2.1 gives the Jost
matrix m(Q, x, k) satisfying (2.10) and (2.17).
Let us take v(x)=#&12(x) m11(Q, x, k)&1=#&12(x)(m11(Q, x, k)&1)
+(#&12(x)&1). By applying Lemma 2.5(ii), we will show that the equa-
tion kw=v, k # C"[0], has a unique solution in W1, r(R2), r>2.
Let r>2 and 1<ro<2 with 1r=1ro&12. Since #&12(x)&1 has com-
pact support, it follows from (1.3) and (2.17) that v # Lr(R2) and &v&LrC,
where C depends on r and on the a priori bounds in (1.3).
We have
 v(x)=#&12(x) q (x)(m11(Q, x, k)&1)
+#&12(x) q(x) m21(Q, x, k)+#&12(x) q (x), (5.17)
since q(x) is compactly supported, #&12(x) q (x) is in Lt(R2) for 1t p,
and in particular in Lro(R2) & L2(R2). Also, since 1ro=1r+12, Ho lder’s
inequality together with (2.17) gives  v # Lro(R2) and & v&LroC, where
also C depends only on r and the a priori bounds in (1.3).
From Lemma 2.5(ii) we obtain a unique w(Q, x, k) # W1, r(R2) such that
kw(Q, x, k)=#&12(x) m11(Q, x, k)&1, (5.18)
&w&W1, rC \1+ 1|k|+ . (5.19)
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From the relations  k=k  and
 (#&12( } ) m11(Q, } , k)&1)=k(#&12( } ) m21(Q, } , k)),
if we apply the operator  to (5.18) we obtain
k( w(Q, } , k)&#&12( } ) m21(Q, } , k))=0.
Since now  w(Q, x, k)&#&12(x) m21(Q, x, k) # Lr(R2), it follows from
Lemma 2.5(i) that
 w(Q, x, k)=#&12(x) m21(Q, x, k). (5.20)
For k # C"[0] we define
u(Q, x, k)=eizk \w(Q, x, k)+ 1ik+ . (5.21)
Using (5.18)(5.20) it is easy to see that u(Q, x, k) is a solution to (2.1)
satisfying (2.18)(2.21).
Consider now the case #&1 # W 1+=, 2c . Then w(Q, x, k), solution of
(5.18) in W1, r(R2), is defined by
w(Q, x, k)=
e&k &1  ekv(x)&&1k  v(x)
ik
,
where &1k  v is the unique solution in L
r(R2) of the equation ku= v. It
can be easily seen that
 w=&1k  v
and
w=&ikw+v.
Then, the hypothesis on #, the boundedness of the Beurling transform
&1 on W =, p(R2), p>1, the expression giving  v in (5.17) and (5.10),
imply that  w and w are in W =, r, r>2, and hence from (5.21) we obtain
(2.22).
Proof of Lemma 2.9. We follow the arguments in [7]. We will prove
first that for |k| big enough m(R, . , k)&I has a convergent Neumann series
in C =(R2). If R # C =c(R
2) then R # W =, 2c (R
2) and we can write from (2.13)
m(R, . , k)&I=(I&D&1k R } )
&1 (D&1k R).
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D&1k R } is a bounded operator from C
=(R2) to C =(R2). This follows from
the fact that if F # C =(R2) then
&RF&C =C &R&C = &F&C = , (5.22)
where C depends on = and 0<=<1, from the fact that RF has compact
support and from (2.29). It is clear that D&1k RI # C
=. Notice that D&1k RI is
off diagonal and RD&1k RI is diagonal and compactly supported. By applying
(2.31), (2.30), and (5.22) we get
&D&1k R(D&1k RI )&C =B(1+|k| )&=,
where B=C(C(R, =) &R&C =)2, C being the constant that appears in (5.22)
and C(R, =) the one in Lemma 2.8.
Let N be such that for a fixed ’, 0’<=,
B(1+N)&=+’<1. (5.23)
Then if |k|N, &D&1k R(D&1k RI )&C =<1 and
m(R, x, k)&I= :

j=0
(D&1k R } )
j (D&1k RI ) (5.24)
converge in C =(R2).
To prove (2.33) we will make use of the following inequalities: From
(5.22), (2.31), and (2.30) it follows that if F # C = is diagonal then
&(D&1k R } )
2 F&C =
B
(1+|k| )=
&F&C = . (5.25)
From (5.22), (2.29), and (2.31), if F # C = is off diagonal then
&(D&1k R } )2 F&C =&’B &F&L , 0’<=. (5.26)
If F # C = is off-diagonal, from (5.22), (2.30), and (2.31),
&(D&1k R } )
2 F&L
B
(1+|k| )=
&F&L . (5.27)
From now on A will denote a constant depending on the constant
C(=, R) in Lemma 2.8, on C in (5.22) and also may be depending on ’,
0’<=.
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Brown and Uhlmann [7] give the two following inequalities in their
proof of Lemma 2.8 for F # C = off diagonal, |k|>1, and 0<=< 12
&EkF&C =A(1+|k| )= &F&C = , (5.28)
&D&1k EkF&C =
A
(1+|k| )=
&F&C = , F # C =c . (5.29)
From (5.24), if 0’<=
&m(R, } , k)&I&C =&’A :

j=1
&(D&1k R } )2j (I )&C =+ :

j=0
&(D&1k R } )2j+1 (I )&C =&’ .
(5.30)
From Lemma 2.5(i), (D&1k R } )
2j (I ) is diagonal for every j1. Then from
(5.25) and (5.23)
:

j=1
&(D&1k R } )2j (I )&C =
A
(1+|k| )’
. (5.31)
Let us denote G the off-diagonal D&1k RI. Using (5.26), (5.22), (5.27), and
(5.23)
:

j=0
&(D&1k R } )2j+1 (I)&C =&’
A &G&C =&’+ :

j=2
&(D&1k R } )
2j G&C =&’A &G&C =&’ .
From (5.28) and (5.29)
&G&C =&’A(1+|k| )=&’ &D&1k EkRI&C =&’
A(1+|k| )=&’ &D&1k Ek RI&C =
A
(1+|k| )’
.
This together with (5.31) and (5.30) gives (2.33).
Estimate (2.34) follows from (5.2),  &1 and &1 being continuous from
C #c(R
2)  C #+1(R2), 0<#<1, the fact that \ is compactly supported and
(2.33).
For |k|>N, (2.32) is a consequence of (2.33). For k # B(0, N) this is a
consequence of the fact that the map k  m(R, } , k) is continuous from
C to C$(R2), 0$<=. This is because the former map is continuous from
C to W =, r(R2), r>2, and if r is big enough W =, r(R2) is embedded con-
tinuously in the Ho lder space C$(R2), for 0$<=.
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